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Goblin Market Costs & Prices
Wares* Effect of Selling** Sample Phrasing Side Effect of Buying*** Market

Attribute Lose dot of an attribute “Your keen senses” Lose another attribute; gain related illness Taboo
Body Part Lose use of the part “All it will cost is…your voice” Part functions strangely; hallucinations Taboo
Clarity Lose dot of Clarity “Your peace of mind” Betrayed by someone close/important to you Taboo
Clause Lose clause of Contract “Your power to ripen plants” Lose another clause randomly Taboo/Normal

Dream Vessel Dream (with real beneficial effect) “Your fondest lustful dream” Taboo/Normal
Experience Lose experience “All your dreams of falling” A repercussion from the life it was taken from Taboo

“The joy you've stolen” Taboo/Normal
Goblin Fruit Various types and strengths “Sweet to tongue, sound to eye” As per the type of fruit Taboo/Normal
Health Lose health “Your iron innards” Flaw or disease after benefit ends Taboo

Lose the item “A tear more rare than pearl” Take on traits related to the item Taboo/Normal

Kith Lose Kith blessing “The claws you gained in Hell” Taboo/Normal
Merit Lose the Merit “Your flow of wealth” New situation comes with trouble Taboo/Normal

Object (common) “Wings pulled from a live butterfly” Lose another object of a similar type Taboo/Normal

Object (obscure) “A living puppy's eyes” Taboo/Normal

Seeming Lose Seeming blessing “The dark that hides you well” Taboo
Service Enter a pledge for a service “A moment of your time” Might be more trouble than it's worth Taboo/Normal

Skill Lose dot of a skill “Your fondest memory” Taboo/Normal
Slave; Creature Lose your slave “The pet you prize the most” Slave has a disease, obsession, or addiction Taboo
Token Various types and strengths “The all-seeing eye” As per the token Taboo/Normal
Trifle Various types and strengths “Bits and bobs from abroad” As per the trifle Taboo/Normal
Vice Cannot regain WP using that Vice “Your sense of all that's wrong” Suffer -3 to Composure checks Taboo
Virtue Cannot regain WP using that Virtue “Your sense of what is right” Gain notoriety, deserved or otherwise Taboo
Willpower Lose point or dot of WP “Your strength to carry on” Become obsessive Taboo/Normal

Get closer to being found by Keeper Taboo
Years Lose one year of life “Buy from us with a golden curl” Enter fugue states randomly Taboo

* Effects of selling can be temporary or permanent, depending on the nature of the transaction.
* Side-effects are generally instantaneous/immediate or of temporary duration, until somehow resolved or until enough time has passed.

See flashes of the dream while awake 
(penalties to Perception rolls)

Glamour Lose point of Glamour Glamour rush (RoS 63); residual memory

Hedgespun
Can't sleep for 36 hrs., all traits halved til 
sleep

Lose the object; might be asked for 
many
Lose the object; might be asked for 
many

Others hunting the object get closer to finding 
it
2x Seeming curse; acquire another  Seeming 
curse

Next 3 rolls made under stress automatically 
fail; lose another skill

Wyrd Lose dot of Wyrd “That which makes you fae”

* Options with temporary and permanent ratings (like Glamour) can be traded in temporary points or permanent dots.


